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November 2015 – High Point, NC – High end occasional furniture Jonathan Charles 
‘colors outside the lines’ for their new collection of accent furniture in punchy hues 
and gilded finishes. Whimsical shapes and quirky details define the collection, adding 
lighthearted fun in a room. In typical Jonathan Charles fashion, subtle touches of luxury 
are incorporated into each design – whether they’re an intricate eggshell inlay on a 
drawer front or real gold leaf on a table base – all accomplished meticulously by hand 
as a testament to Jonathan Charles’ craftsmanship prowess.
Colors range from “graffiti teal” resembling a marbled effect to “emperor red” which 
carries a regal note when paired with gilded accents to “Dalmatian” that displays a 
black and white polka dot print achieved through eggshell inlay. Each piece, down to 
the hardware which is custom-cast in their in-house foundry, is handcrafted by artisans 
at Jonathan Charles’ factory, which employs over 1,200 craftsmen specializing in various 
techniques and production area. The collection will be available in retail stores and 
design showrooms beginning May 2016.

Cheekily nicknamed “the upside down goblet” by Jonathan, the Round Wine Table features an 
hourglass shape painted in various color and finish combinations. Available in six options –  

Teal + Graffiti Top, Black + Silver Espresso Top, Leopard Print + Black Top, Emperor Red + Crackle 
Charcoal Black Top, Black + Plateado Snakeskin Top, Black + Dalmatian Eggshell Top – the petite 

wine table livens up a space. 14” diameter x 22” H.

Offered in six base and tabletop color combinations – Indochine Silver + Cadet Blue top, Teal + 
Graffiti top, Emperor Gold + Midnight Snakeskin top, Dalmatian Eggshell + Black top, Dorado Bronze 
+ Emperor Red top, Metallic Bronze + Black top – the Round Lamp Table features double concave 

cutouts that result in a whimsical look. Metallic finishes and delicate eggshell inlay elevate the design. 
16” diameter x 22.25” H.

Wavy cutouts on the Side Table with Reversible Top lends a groovy vibe complemented by either 
a smoky black or punchy persimmon lacquer. Available in either “celadon blue snakeskin”

or “Crayola snakeskin” eggshell inlay colors, the tabletop flips from a tray to a traditional surface
for easy entertaining. 19.25” diameter x 27.25” H.

A tongue-in-cheek reference to yin and yang, the Gold & Silver Gilded Drinks Table is comprised
of two symmetrical pieces that function together or separately for multifunctional practicality.

With one half finished in silver leaf and the other in “emperor gold” antique gold leaf.
18” diameter (together) x 22” H.

Midcentury and Asian design influences meld together to form the Emperor Red Chest, whose 
mix of gold leaf drawer fronts, black lacquered sides, and “emperor red” lacquered tray-shaped 

tabletop creates a striking look. Midcentury style brass handles on three drawers pull to reveal 
a glossy black lacquered interior. 41.5” W x 19.75” D x 32.75” H.

The highlight of the Emperor Red Desk is reflected in the eggshell inlay on the surface of the 
alter-style table and the drawer front. The eggshell inlay, which is created by pouring lacquer 

overindividually placed pieces of shells and sanding the surface to achieve the dotted look, starts 
at the table’s edge and trickles down to the center in a waterfall effect. Gold leaf foil details and 

a black gloss lacquer base complete the Asian-inspired design. 62” W x 28” D x 31.5” H

About the Designer:

Jonathan Charles Fine Furniture is the vision of Jonathan Sowter, 
an English furniture designer who excels at the art of fine antique
reproduction. Though Jonathan draws inspirations from original antiques
he discovers in his travels, his unique twists create contemporary
translations of vintage treasures. With a keen eye for the smallest details, 
Jonathan employs traditional, hand-crafted techniques to create the most 
visually-stunning and intricate designs. As Jonathan always says,
“It’s all in the detail…” 
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